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Why is there greater emphasis on applied knowledge and vocabulary 
questions at the higher levels?
The complexity of the questions selected at each level in the PM Benchmark 
Reading Assessment Resource links with the students’ stages of literacy 
development. At the higher levels – from levels 21–30 – students’ ability to reason 
and make generalisations, as well as their knowledge and application of more 
advanced vocabulary, is challenged by higher order questions. It is the quality of 
these questions, not the quantity, that provides explicit information for teachers 
about students’ level of understanding.

Why is it important for students to read continuous text 
for assessment purposes?
To gain an accurate reading level, students must read continuous text. 
It is only through continuous text that students can demonstrate how 
they apply a range of strategies and skills to gain meaning. This is the 
purpose of reading. A word recognition test is a mechanical indicator 
only of students’ ability to recall words. This type of test does not 
demonstrate meaning and understanding. 

When assessing students who are reading between levels 15–30,  
should both fiction and non-fiction texts be used?
It is advisable that both fiction and non-fiction texts be used for assessment 
purposes at each of these levels. Information from the assessment gives 
teachers greater insight into how effectively students can read and 
understand different text types. The demands of each text type differ. 
Students transfer this knowledge to their written language.

How have the reading ages of the PM levels been established?
Reading ages of PM levels 1–14 are in the range of reading ages 5.0–6.5 years. 
The fine grading of the PM levelling makes it inappropriate to give a specific 
reading age to each of these individual levels. From level 15, the reading ages 
have been established using the Fry Readability Formula. Where two levels, 
such as 15 and 16, bridge a six-month reading age, then the first level, 15, 
will be closer to the bottom of the range, and the level following, 16, will be 
closer to the top of the range. 

What is the importance of the vocabulary question 
included at levels 25–30? 
Word knowledge is a powerful comprehension tool. It provides 
opportunities for students to develop critical thinking skills 
and a deep, meaningful connection with language. At the 
higher levels, the complexity of vocabulary increases. Through 
a knowledge of this vocabulary, the student gains a richer 
understanding of the text.
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